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Inside, a twenty-one-year-old Portuguese-American woman was gang-raped on March 6, 1983 by multiple Portuguese immigrants. Within three days of the crime, the pool table on which the woman was assaulated had been dismantled, the bar sawed in half, and the tavern voluntarily closed forever. (Photo source: The Providence Journal, March 13, 1983)
New Bedford's Infamous 1983 Rape Case:
Defending the Portuguese-American Community
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Abstract: On the night of March 6, 1983, four male Portuguese immigrants gang-raped a twenty-one-year-old Portuguese-American woman at Big Dan's tavern, located in a Portuguese enclave of New Bedford, Massachusetts. Analyzing newspaper reporting, particularly within the local Portuguese-American community, of what became widely known as the 1983-1984 “Big Dan’s rape case” reveals many things: the responses and evolving strategic choices of an ethnic group that had often been subjected to discrimination; the potency of media narratives; the nuances of a community that newspapers inaccurately portrayed as monolithic; and the manner in which local religious and community leaders’ efforts to foster ethnic solidarity for popular consumption eclipsed a willingness to publicly denounce sexism and victim-blaming.
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* * * * *
Greetings from New Bedford, Mass., the Portuguese Gang-Rape Capital of America. –Hustler, August 1983

Her intention on the night of March 6, 1983 was to buy cigarettes at “Big Dan’s” tavern. The tavern itself was located in the predominantly Portuguese enclave of New Bedford, Massachusetts. She stayed for a few drinks, chatted with other patrons, and played the jukebox. But hours later, this twenty-one-year-old Portuguese-American woman fled from Big Dan’s wearing only a coat and single sock. Frantically, she waved down a passing truck. Its occupants later described her as the “naked girl in the street” who ran in front of their vehicle “like a deer in the headlights.” Crying and fearful, she threw her arms around passenger Daniel O’Neill’s neck: multiple men inside Big Dan’s had just raped her, she revealed.¹

The passers-by notified police who later arrived on the scene and entered the tavern to collect the victim’s clothing. Several of her assailants remained inside, two of whom the woman identified to police on the spot. In total, six male Portuguese immigrants were arrested over the course of the following ten days and charged for their involvement in the gang rape, either as attackers or accessories. What became widely known as the “Big Dan’s rape case” produced an array of consequences not only for the victim and the accused, but also for the Portuguese-American community of New Bedford and neighboring Fall River.²

Public discourse emanating from the local Portuguese-American community changed drastically over the course of the Big Dan’s case. Initially, the Portuguese press and ordinary individuals reacted with horror and sadness as news of the attack surfaced. They unequivocally condemned the rape. Significantly, many berated the accused men and characterized Big Dan’s tavern as an enduring blight on their neighborhood. More importantly, Portuguese-American individuals interviewed by reporters did not publicly question the character of the gang rape victim.

But when juries handed down guilty verdicts against four of the accused just a year later, many within the Portuguese-American community felt that their ethnic group had been targeted and victimized. Careful to restate their opposition to rape, Portuguese-American individuals and organizations openly advocated on behalf of the rapists. Some Portuguese-Americans even cast the gang rape victim as partly or wholly guilty for what happened that winter night in March 1983. Incessant media sensationalism surrounding the case and the outbreak of anti-Portuguese, anti-immigrant sentiment in the week following the crime caused much of this transformation.
Analyzing the attitudes and actions of the local Portuguese-American community throughout the case is revealing. This focus illuminates the strategic choices of an ethnic group that was itself often discriminated against as well as the potency of media narratives. It uncovers the nuances of a community that English-language newspapers inaccurately portrayed as monolithic and exposes how local religious and Portuguese-American leaders’ efforts to foster ethnic solidarity for popular consumption eclipsed a willingness to publicly denounce sexism and victim-blaming.

The array of multidisciplinary work currently published about the case is perceptive. Scholars of feminism, ethnicity, and mass communications as well as sociologists, legal experts, and journalists have evaluated numerous angles of this story. The majority of their writings have explored the role of the media. Many authors note that news coverage was inaccurate and lurid, and some even argue that this coverage spawned the prejudice leveled against Portuguese immigrants and Portuguese-Americans in the wake of the event. Several other pertinent works explore how the local population reacted throughout the Big Dan’s case.³

However, the responses of the New Bedford-Fall River Portuguese-American community require further analysis. A thorough inspection of local, regional, and national English-language newspapers for Portuguese-American voices more fully reveals the diverse attitudes and actions of this community throughout the ordeal. In addition, New Bedford’s *Portuguese Times*, and Fall River’s *O Jornal* offer significant perspectives derived from the community itself. These weekly Portuguese-language publications regularly reported on the case throughout 1983 and 1984. Editorials, cartoons, and letters published in both newspapers during this period offer a greater understanding of how members first reacted to the tragedy and then responded to the case’s developments.

These rich primary sources have been under-investigated for the Portuguese-American perspective. Yet they are essential to understanding the organizations, press, and people that comprised the New Bedford-Fall River Portuguese-American community. They throw into sharp relief the community’s strategic choices against the forces of xenophobia and tabloid journalism.

**HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND THE FACTS OF THE CASE**

The transformations that occurred within the New Bedford-Fall River Portuguese-American community over the course of the year are only fully apparent when contextualized. Essential to understand are components of
southeastern Massachusetts’ history and the case’s basic facts. The gang rape occurred in an economically depressed industrial city that had served as a magnet for waves of Portuguese emigrants since the nineteenth century. Beginning in the 1830s, men from the Portuguese-colonized territories of the Azores and Cape Verde settled in New Bedford; many obtained employment on whaling expeditions. Portuguese immigration to the region steadily increased so that by the first decades of the twentieth century, entire families of Azorean, Cape Verdean, Madeiran, and mainland Portuguese migrants populated New Bedford and nearby Fall River. Many were small landholders, laborers, and craftspeople who fulfilled a demand for unskilled labor in Massachusetts factories. Global economic depression in the 1930s combined with the subsequent downturn of the textile industry, however, limited opportunities. These realities compelled many to venture back across the Atlantic; restrictive federal immigration laws enacted by the United States in the 1920s prevented others from even making the initial journey west.4

This, however, was not the end of Portuguese immigration to southeastern Massachusetts. Between the 1960s and 1970s, another generation of Portuguese men, women, and children chose emigration when revolution, war, decolonization, and unemployment were transforming their homelands. By 1983, New Bedford boasted nearly 100,000 residents, 60% of whom were of Portuguese descent.5

Even so, prejudice was a reality that confronted Portuguese-Americans throughout their long history of settlement in the region. Viewed as nonwhite, they were subject to employment and housing discrimination and even segregated in movie theatres during the early twentieth century. Portuguese-Americans continued to experience social exclusion and discrimination in New Bedford and Fall River at the time of the rape. Their “status as working-class immigrants,” some scholars argue, contributed to the “institutional discrimination and bigotry” that had permeated the area for years. Amidst this milieu, a young mother entered Big Dan’s tavern to purchase cigarettes on March 6, 1983 after celebrating her daughter’s birthday earlier that day. Her life would never be the same.6

Within two days of the gang rape, the news media broke the story and catapulted the local Portuguese-American community into the national spotlight. The March 8 issue of the New Bedford Standard-Times relied on witness and police reports to declare that at least four men, out of a “jeering” crowd of twelve to fifteen, “brutally” raped a young woman. The attack, the paper explained, occurred for “as long as two hours” while the victim “repeatedly called out for the others to help her.” Significantly, the Standard-Times also identified Big Dan’s as a tavern located “in a largely Portuguese-
American neighborhood” of the city and thereafter associated the crime with the Portuguese-American community.7

More local and regional English-language newspapers soon picked up the story. Journalists accentuated the fact that bystanders had witnessed the attack but did nothing to help; some even cheered on the rapists, the papers alleged. This scenario prompted comparisons to the 1964 rape and murder of twenty-eight-year-old Kitty Genovese in New York City while over thirty witnesses failed to intervene. Big Dan’s owners voluntarily closed the tavern on March 9 and dismantled the pool table where the rape occurred. The following week, over 2500 people marched through downtown New Bedford to protest violence against women. Although media coverage of the case tapered off in April of 1983, attention revived in February of 1984 when trial preparations commenced. Sensationalizing the story, local and national cable television stations broadcast the court proceedings live, making this criminal case the first ever to be televised countrywide. Reports of the trial actually
appeared in Japan. The case also raised issues about the publicizing of a rape victim’s identity and the sordid details of sexual assault.\textsuperscript{8}

At the same time, personal details and photographs of the accused were published throughout the ordeal. All six men, described at one point as “resident aliens of Portuguese descent,” lacked American citizenship. Daniel Silva, twenty-six years old at the time of the assault and considered its instigator, was a part-time factory worker and agricultural laborer who “lived around the corner” from Big Dan’s; originally from the Azores, he had resided in the United States for six years. Twenty-seven-year-old Joseph (Jose) Vieira was a husband and father of two who lived in Connecticut and worked on a dairy farm. A former Portuguese soldier, he had been in the country for less than five years. John Cordeiro, twenty-four and unemployed, lived in New Bedford and had immigrated to the United States twelve years prior. Also of New Bedford, Victor Raposo was twenty-two and the father of a toddler; unemployed at the time of the rape, he found work within the month as a handyman and painter. Raposo, who had come to New Bedford at the age of five, already had a significant criminal record: in 1979, he was convicted of assault with a dangerous weapon and in October of 1982 was found guilty of indecent exposure. Virgilio Medeiros, twenty-three, and Jose Medeiros (unrelated), twenty-two, lived in New Bedford as well. Virgilio Medeiros, reportedly out of work at the time of the crime, found employment within the year as a shipyard laborer; he had been brought to the U.S. at age nine. Jose Medeiros, a native of the Azores, was an unemployed landscaper. Each of the six men was tried for aggravated rape.\textsuperscript{9}

Relief, resentment, and sorrow marked the final developments of the Big Dan’s case. Although both of the Medeiros men were acquitted, defendants Silva, Vieira, Cordeiro, and Raposo were convicted of aggravated rape in March of 1984. Vieira was sentenced to serve between six and eight years in prison; Silva, Cordeiro, and Raposo were condemned to nine to twelve years behind bars.\textsuperscript{10}

Although some observers were satisfied that justice had been served, others felt differently. Portuguese-Americans marched by the thousands through New Bedford and Fall River to protest the verdicts and what they characterized as justiça crucificada (“justice crucified”). Comparisons were made to the contentious criminal convictions and executions of Italian immigrants Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti six decades prior. The Big Dan’s case still attracted attention in April of 1984, when Vieira and Raposo managed to avoid deportation and thereby remain in proximity to their families in Massachusetts and Connecticut. (Under a 1917 federal law, immigrants who commit a “crime of moral turpitude” within five years of
their arrival in the U.S. or who have been convicted of “such a crime more than once” are eligible for deportation.) Ultimately, none of the convicted rapists spent more than six and a half years in prison.11

Meanwhile, harassment and death threats forced the victim and her two young children to flee New Bedford immediately following the trial. Her family, however, failed to escape grief. In December of 1986, the car she was driving on a rain-slick Florida road spun out of control and slammed into a utility pole. Her life ended at the age of twenty-five.12

Three distinct phases characterized the involvement of the New Bedford-Fall River Portuguese-American community. During the first week, from March 8 through March 16, 1983, the local Portuguese-American press and residents reacted to the gang rape itself. From March 17, 1983 through March 17, 1984, the second period, the Portuguese-American press, community members, and organizations responded to media coverage of the crime as well as to the xenophobia and vitriol the case both uncovered and generated. A third period commenced on March 18, 1984 when the first guilty verdicts were handed down by the court and spawned another wave of response from the Portuguese-American community.

**THE FIRST WEEK: MARCH 8-16, 1983**

Residents of New Bedford’s Portuguese North End shared an array of feelings with reporters as details unfolded in the week following the gang rape. Importantly, community members refrained from blaming the general media for their newfound publicity. In fact, Portuguese-American men and women appeared more than willing to offer their perspectives to the journalists who invaded their restaurants and social clubs searching for a good angle. Said one man to the *New Bedford Standard-Times*, “We are genuinely saddened [about the gang rape] . . . We are disappointed.” Anxiety surfaced over the possibility that outsiders would judge the neighborhood and the entire ethnic group because of the actions of a few. Resident Antonio Viveiros told a correspondent, “It’s such a shame that it happened and that this area has to be photographed by the newspapers and televisions. No one likes this type of thing.” The *Standard-Times* also reported that neighborhood women, such as restaurant owner Anna Gopsalves, were now afraid to be out after dark. “I’m a woman and it’s a little scary,” admitted Gopsalves.13

Fury, too, swelled among local Portuguese-Americans. People were outraged when the press reported that up to fifteen bystanders observed the crime and refused to intervene. In no uncertain terms, Leonard Dettera declared that Big Dan’s patrons “whether they did the act or just let it happen,”
should be charged with rape. Second-generation Portuguese-American J. Rezendes characterized the assault as “sick.” “They should take every one of those guys who were there cheering and fine them $1,000 apiece,” he concluded, saying the money should be used to help abused women.¹⁴

Angered and disgraced, members of the Portuguese-American community distanced themselves from Big Dan’s and the implicated men. Their intention was to prove that Big Dan’s was not a “neighborhood bar,” but an anomaly; that the accused were not representative of their community or ethnic group,
but rather a blemish on it. Days after the attack, the news media interviewed several people who reiterated that Big Dan’s was generally a “bad place” that served as the last resort for a “rough crowd” kicked out of other taverns. “That over there was the scum,” asserted Seraphino Mendes, an area business owner. Perhaps the severest judgment captured by journalists was made by Armando Amarante: he labeled the accused as “barbarians” with “no way to justify” their actions. Amarante’s sentiments were “clearly echoed in everyone’s eyes,” wrote Standard-Times reporter John Impemba on March 13.

Significantly absent from the coverage offered by the New Bedford Standard-Times, Fall River Herald News, O Jornal, Providence Journal, Boston Globe, and Boston Herald in the week following the assault were remarks from Portuguese-Americans that questioned the victim’s moral character. The press did report that anonymous individuals had called into a New Bedford radio station claiming the “woman deserved what she got”; but of the nearly two dozen North End residents interviewed by these newspapers, not one expressed hostility towards the victim or defended the accused. Instead, several spurned the suspects.15

North End locals were not the only contingent within the Portuguese-American population to take such a stance. Fall River’s newspaper O Jornal also distanced the community from the gang rape in its first editorial following the attack. Branding it a “tragedy” that now “tarnished” their “entire community,” O Jornal explicitly condemned the assault. Similar to Portuguese-American individuals and the general public, the paper expressed its embarrassment and castigated Big Dan’s owner as well as bystanders who did nothing to intervene and perhaps even applauded the crime. “We believe they are, in every aspect, as guilty as those who took part in it,” proclaimed publisher Raymond Castro and his wife, general manager Kathleen Castro. Moreover, questioning of the victim’s character was absent from O Jornal’s initial coverage.16

At the same time, the editorial hinted that responsibility for the assault lay with the city itself. Specifically, the Castros echoed the popular sentiment that Big Dan’s was a known trouble spot. Was it not the duty of New Bedford’s License Management, they asked, “to recommend the immediate revocation of [Big Dan’s] license until the owners can maintain an adequate environment?” The editorial went further: was there no bilingual officer to answer the emergency phone call of a Portuguese-speaking patron on the night of the crime? It might have “ended sooner” or perhaps been prevented, argued the Castros, if city officials and law enforcement had taken such actions. The editorial concluded by emphasizing the many “good
contributions of the Portuguese community” and characterized the “incident at Big Dan’s” as an “aberration” that “should be responsively treated as one.”

Despite Portuguese-American efforts to distance themselves from both the tavern and the accused, the English-language press continually linked the local Portuguese-American community with the gang rape. The Providence Journal, Boston Globe, and New York Times soon followed the Standard-Times’ lead in identifying the North End as the “largely Portuguese-American neighborhood” in which Big Dan’s was located. Reporters frequently wrote about the local Portuguese-American community, including the suspects, in terms of class, culture, and language proficiency. For example, correspondents repeatedly characterized New Bedford’s North End as a “traditional,” “blue-collar” community of “working-class families,” “ethnic” businesses, and “rows” of “tenements.” Correspondents emphasized the English-speaking abilities, or lack thereof, of the Portuguese-American individuals they interviewed. Both “broken English” and “halting English” were phrases repeatedly used to describe interviewees’ language proficiency. Non-Portuguese media also highlighted when those whom they interviewed required the use of an interpreter.

Foreign birth, citizenship, employment status, and legal status were also issues woven throughout the general media’s initial coverage of the case. The failed attempt of one suspect to leave the United States ultimately served as the catalyst for journalists to disclose that the accused were not native-born Americans. journalists asserted, too, that several were jobless. The press further revealed that Big Dan’s liquor licenses had been issued to a Deborah Blum. Blum, a U.S. citizen, was co-owner of the tavern along with her brother John Machado, who lacked citizenship and could not obtain the license himself. In insinuating prose, reporters described Machado as a “foreign national” and the “actual” or “true” owner of the infamous bar. The news media thus played up the scenario as deceptive and cast a disparaging light on what was, in fact, a completely legal arrangement. In these ways, inadvertently or not, English-language newspapers regularly cast the local Portuguese-American community as “other” in their initial, and subsequent, coverage of the Big Dan’s rape case.

O Jornal itself also drew attention to the accused’s foreign-born status in its early coverage. The paper’s March 15 article “The Case Goes to the Grand Jury” not only recounted the failed departure attempt, but divulged that suspects Daniel Silva and John Cordeiro were both immigrants. Publicizing such information was something that O Jornal later, somewhat hypocritically, lambasted other media and an assistant district attorney for doing.
Public discourse shifted just eleven days after the gang rape. Beginning on March 17, 1983, media coverage began to indicate that the everyday individuals, press, and organizations comprising the local Portuguese-American community were contesting what they perceived as the targeting of their ethnic group. Specifically, Portuguese-Americans decried the disproportionate media attention they believed the case and their community was receiving as well as the once “buried” xenophobic attitudes this attention resurrected.21

The targeting of the Portuguese-American community manifested itself in various ways. Animosity and general anti-immigrant prejudice erupted locally over radio broadcasts and cropped up in the opinion sections of newspapers. Meanwhile, English-language reporters continued to portray the Portuguese-American community as “other.” Anonymous callers, for example, saturated WBSM-AM’s airwaves with what observers described as “ugly” and “inflammatory” comments. Several suggested that “the Portuguese should be sent back to Portugal or the Azores.” James Ragsdale, editor of the Standard-Times, even admitted that his publication had received

Local Press Reaction to Coverage

O Jornal (Fall River) and The Portuguese Times (New Bedford) grew increasingly critical of how the English-language press reported on developments in the rape case. (Image sources: O Jornal, March 15, 1983; The Portuguese Times, March 31, 1983)
phone calls, “letters and other comments . . . daily carrying messages of hate and bigotry” against the Portuguese-American community. Indeed, the dehumanization of the accused as well as hand-wringing over what should and should not occur in a “civilized society” were common themes among the general public’s initial reactions to the Big Dan’s gang rape.22

Local Portuguese-American media were not immune from attacks either. New Bedford’s Portuguese Times received anonymous correspondence spewing animosity and suggesting that the accused were illustrative of their whole ethnic group. With expletives and vitriol, one author demeaned the defendants as “gross cockroaches” and “vermin” before ending her letter with, “if only words could kill.” Another anonymous writer proposed deportation for “anyone that does not want to obey [sic] the law”. The individual also dehumanized the accused after suggestively cautioning, “Just remember if a man rapes a women [sic] in your country, he would be dead by now.” It followed that Portuguese media were among the first to exhibit the shift of response within the community.23

O Jornal and the Portuguese Times decried the scapegoating, prejudice, and publicity flooding New Bedford and Fall River. Both denounced other press outlets for exaggerated, sensationalistic coverage that led to the groundswell of anti-Portuguese bigotry. So, too, both publications repeated their condemnation of rape as a “heinous,” “dastardly act,” but insisted that the judicial process play out before the accused be judged guilty. The Times’ March 17 issue, for instance, blamed the “local press” for the emergence of a once-hidden “blistering xenophobia” among New Bedford’s residents. Similarly, O Jornal’s March 22 editorial proclaimed that the suspects had “already been tried in the media” and also chastised the women’s movement for using the case to advance their own objectives. In essence, these publications represented one change in demeanor spreading throughout the community: individuals began condemning those whom they believed were responsible for vilifying Portuguese-Americans.24

Local Portuguese-American organizations, too, joined in challenging anti-foreign attitudes and media coverage. Ultimately, Portuguese Americans United (PAU) served as the primary group speaking out from mid-March through April of 1983. Formed in New Bedford by Antonio Cabral five years prior, PAU assisted with voter registration drives, addressed school drop-out rates among immigrant children, and promoted naturalization for Portuguese nationals.25

But on March 17, the group turned its attention to the Big Dan’s case. PAU’s public statement issued that day faulted “excessive media coverage” for generating “inexcusable amounts of racial prejudice and discriminatory
Community Responses to Negative Reporting


Innuendoes” against local Portuguese-Americans. It also criticized reporting as “subjective” and polarizing and claimed that a “psychological state of siege” had consequently been created towards Portuguese-Americans. Like others, PAU and its members argued that the rape was an “isolated incident” and expressed faith in the judicial process. Significantly, the organization’s call for bail reduction exemplified another transformation emerging in the community: overt advocacy on behalf of the accused.26

Press accounts revealed that ordinary Portuguese-American men and women held similar attitudes in the wake of the first week’s surge of prejudice and heavy media attention. Unlike previously, journalists now claimed that some people were publicly questioning the victim’s character; other individuals, it was reported, established a defense fund for the suspects. One Azorean immigrant gathered outside the March 17 arraignment proceedings, for example, told a correspondent that “[i]n the Azores, a good woman does not go to a bar and that is all. They do not get involved in that kind of stuff.”27
Nevertheless, a segment of the community still vocally and explicitly condemned the crime as well as ostracized the suspects. Media coverage in late March and early April reflected these attitudes: some Portuguese-American individuals continued to characterize the gang rape and the failure of bystanders to intervene as a “shame” and “inhuman behavior” and questioned, “What man has a right to do what they did?” Joan Outlette embodied one division that emerged within the community: whether women’s concerns or ethnic prejudice was the more critical issue. A member of the New Bedford Women’s Center, Outlette commented on March 18, “I’m Portuguese. But this [the rape] has affected me much more as a woman.”

Meanwhile, leaders of a local Portuguese-American social organization, the Whaling City Club, stopped raising funds for the accused in April. “This club has nothing to do with Big Dan’s,” declared its president, Edwin Perreira, apparently upset at being associated with the case.28

Perhaps most apparent among Portuguese-American community members was contempt for the media and bigots. Letters to the editor and interviews illuminated this newfound antipathy. Only days before, men and women willingly spoke with reporters who descended on their neighborhood; but now, bitterness erupted as people connected the widespread attention surrounding the case to the fact that the accused were Portuguese-American immigrants. “If these guys were of another nationality,” argued one Azorean national to a journalist, “we would not be getting this publicity.” Some pointed out what they perceived as a long-standing prejudice in the area towards their ethnic group. Maria Vieira’s scathing letter to the Standard-Times, for instance, accused the paper of having a “history” of “emphasizing the negative within the immigrant community.” Such perspectives are revealing. Some Portuguese-Americans were not troubled simply by publicity; rather, they were incensed that their ethnic group received negative publicity.29

It was during this period that local Portuguese-American clergy first took a public stance in the controversy. The Reverend Stephen Avila and a second pastor who desired to remain anonymous told Standard-Times reporters on March 20 that they, too, were concerned about what they perceived as the media’s choice to give bad publicity to the Portuguese-American community. Avila, an associate pastor of New Bedford’s Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Church, claimed to speak for “a lot of people.” Perplexed, he remarked, “you listen to Nightline and you hear ‘Portuguese community.’ I don’t really understand why they have to mention it. I don’t understand why it has any bearing on the case.” The second Portuguese-American pastor noted that “anger and resentment” among the community resulted from the arrests themselves as
well as from media publicity. Some of this anger, he explained, was aimed at “the defendants’ families.”

On April 1, *The Pilot*, a publication of the Boston Archdiocese, reprinted *O Jornal*’s editorial from ten days prior which criticized media accounts and the women’s movement. Two weeks later, on April 15, a letter titled “No Room for Bigotry” appeared in *The Anchor*, Fall River’s diocesan newspaper. Signed by the “Fall River Community Standards Committee,” the letter expressed alarm over the “abhorrent incident alleged to have taken place recently in Dan’s café [emphasis added],” but also decried the exposure the case had generated. Moreover, the Committee was disturbed by the consequent “backlash” against Portuguese-Americans. Generally, then, the sporadic sentiments conveyed by religious authorities and publications in the month or so following the attack paralleled those of local Portuguese-American leaders and residents.30

The agency of the Portuguese-American community continued to reveal itself throughout the summer of 1983. In addition to PAU, other Portuguese-American organizations formed, including the Portuguese-American Defense League (PADL), the Committee for Justice (CFJ), and the International Forum (IF). The PADL was among those who led the way in rebuking *Hustler* magazine when its August issue parodied the gang rape. *Hustler*, a pornographic medium infamous for its explicit material, featured a photograph of a smiling woman lying naked on a pool table;

---

**Press Coverage of Rape Suspects**

On several occasions throughout their coverage of the rape case, the English-language press published photographs of the suspects. At times, these snapshots also featured personal summaries about the accused. This information included details about the suspects’ status as immigrants, English-language proficiency, employment backgrounds, and criminal histories. *O Jornal* emphatically pointed out that such details had become “more sordid, distorted, [and] exaggerated.”  

its caption jested: “Greetings from New Bedford, Mass., the Portuguese Gang-Rape Capital of America.” The following month, the CFJ and other Portuguese leaders, along with Father Edward Halloran, a chaplain of the Bristol County House of Corrections and New Bedford’s Our Lady’s Chapel, teamed with the IF to raise over $170,000 in a radio appeal towards bail for two of the defendants. In varying measures, these grassroots efforts sought to combat anti-Portuguese sentiment and advocate on behalf of the gang rape suspects.31

The primary concern of the CFJ throughout court preparations and proceedings starting in February 1984 was to ensure a fair trial for the accused. Nevertheless, some members feared that extensive publicity had already influenced potential jurors. Besides monitoring proceedings daily, the CFJ reprimanded media for excessive coverage and stressed the positive contributions of Portuguese-Americans to the New Bedford-Fall River area. “I believe in women’s liberation,” CFJ leader Alda Melo told the New York Times in early February, “but what I’m doing is defending the right of an immigrant to live in this country without being judged guilty.” That month, the group sponsored a half-page advertisement in the Standard-Times bearing over 500 names, the majority from New Bedford and Fall River. Among the signatories were Father Halloran, four other pastors, and a nun, all of New Bedford. The advertisement called for everyone in the “community” to do their part “to safeguard the judicial process.” “We must be especially careful,” it warned, “not to prejudice anyone based on their national origin.”32

As jury selection commenced, however, CFJ leaders questioned Judge William Young’s decision to ask jurors about their opinions of Portuguese-Americans as opposed to their perceptions of Portuguese immigrants. “It’s not the same,” argued leader Emily Sedgwick. Possible anti-immigrant bias among jurors, the group claimed, had not been eliminated.33

Local Portuguese media held English-language press and “racists” accountable during the trials for what they perceived as the continued targeting of their community. O Jornal and the Portuguese Times published editorials and poems decrying reporters who failed to fulfill their journalistic “responsibility to search out the truth” and media that persisted as a platform for “feelings of animosity and intolerance” towards local Portuguese-Americans, “particularly immigrants.” The Times’ March 8 editorial “Enough” accused WBSM-AM radio of still allowing callers to “debase” and “vilify” the community. And when trial testimony emerged contradicting the original police report on the crime, O Jornal blasted the Standard-Times for initially printing it as “the complete truth.” Poetry printed in the Portuguese Times similarly castigated the one-sided publicity the case had garnered and
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claimed that jurors’ “brains are already washed.” And, unlike the accused, one poem lamented, “the victim is protected. Of her nobody knows anything.”

Comparable attitudes simmered throughout this period among men and women within the New Bedford-Fall River Portuguese-American community. Letters to area newspapers and interviews revealed contempt for media coverage and bigotry in addition to a general reduction in sympathy for the victim as the trial wore on. Portuguese-Americans reiterated that they were a devout, industrious people who had contributed much to their neighborhoods and to the United States. Some continued to underscore their condemnation of rape, Big Dan’s tavern, and the accused. At the same time, newspaper reports did not contain criticism leveled by members of the Portuguese community against the CFJ or other groups who advocated on behalf of the accused. There were also those like New Bedford teacher Alice Santos who questioned the victim’s motives for entering Big Dan’s as well as inconsistencies in her memory of that night’s events. “The fact is,” Santos told the Standard-Times, “a decent woman would not go into any bar to buy cigarettes.” Indeed, as testimony continued, community members’ disgust
The Portuguese Times’ Reaction to the Big Dan’s Verdict
(March 22, 1984)
for media and doubt of the victim’s story strengthened while defense of their ethnic group remained constant. These attitudes only intensified when verdicts were handed down on March 17 and March 22, 1984.35


The Portuguese-American community of New Bedford-Fall River splintered further in the aftermath of the Big Dan’s verdicts. The juries’ decisions to convict four of the original six men accused of aggravated rape initiated an eruption of various feelings. Portuguese-American groups led unprecedented demonstrations of protest and unity in New Bedford and Fall River within a week of the rulings. At the same time, leaders of Portuguese newspapers assertively used their platforms to chastise English-language media. All told, local Portuguese-Americans generally challenged what many identified as bigotry and excessive, sensationalistic media exposure. As sociologist Lynn Chancer notes, in some minds, the larger Portuguese-American community, not the raped Portuguese-American woman, was victimized.36

Ordinary Portuguese-American individuals’ initial responses to the verdicts brimmed with anger, sadness, and disbelief. What local, regional, and national reporters encountered in the North End businesses and social clubs they visited following the convictions were the raw emotions of a neighborhood subjected to intense public scrutiny and derision over the past year. Isabel Pudim, a Portuguese-American worker at the bakery that replaced Big Dan’s tavern, avowed, “They [the jurors] were all prejudiced. I hope they get what they deserve.” Speaking to a Standard-Times reporter the day the first verdicts were delivered, she vented further, “I hope the Portuguese people get together and do a number on this city.” Pudim, like others, was incensed and believed the rulings resulted from ethnic prejudice and the case’s publicity. That the first verdict was reached in five hours, argued some, was evidence that jury members had decided the fate of the accused long before. Others pointed out inconsistencies between the victim’s testimony and her original statement to the police. Disbelief and resignation over the trials’ outcomes and the entire ordeal also appeared in interviewees’ conversations with journalists. Lamented one woman at a popular Portuguese-American social club, “What does it matter what we say?”37

Local Portuguese-American media and organizational leaders advanced many of the same sentiments in the week following the verdicts. O Jornal and the Portuguese Times denounced the local and national press, particularly the
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New Bedford Standard-Times, for biased reporting and making the rape a “Portuguese crime.” Both papers suggested that the jurors had been influenced by pre-trial publicity and implied that anti-immigrant and anti-Portuguese bigotry led to the guilty verdicts rather than the factual evidence. Leaders of the CFJ agreed. “If they weren’t immigrants,” insisted Alda Melo, “they wouldn’t be convicted” and “people would have questioned the facts [of the gang rape] immediately.” She and Emily Sedgwick pointed to inconsistencies in witnesses’ testimony and maintained that Judge Young failed to adequately probe for prejudice among jurors. Ultimately, they argued, the first verdicts came quickly because jurors had already decided to convict the accused.\(^{38}\)

Both Portuguese publications stopped short of castigating Judge Young and the jurors personally. “We must respect” the American justice system, insisted Portuguese Times’ editor Manuel Ferreira. All the same, O Jornal suggested, “a bias [among jurors] can be so deep, so ingrained, that it might not be recognizable.”\(^{39}\)

However, divisions emerged among Portuguese-American organizations and media concerning mass demonstrations planned later that week by the CFJ and PAU. Pledging to do their best to ensure nonviolent gatherings, CFJ leaders predicted attendance for each to reach several thousand. Their intentions were many: to “show compassion” for the convicted; to persuade Judge Young to overturn the verdicts; to demonstrate the solidarity of Portuguese-Americans against discrimination and the “indictment” of their community; to march for their “dignity”; and to show that local Portuguese-Americans comprised a “respectable, humane community.” Yet Ferreira characterized the demonstrations as possibly “counterproductive” and a “losing situation” that would likely fail to sway the court. Fearing chaos, in his March 22 editorial titled “Calm!” he reminded readers that the Portuguese-American community was in the spotlight and urged that demonstrators remain peaceful. Death threats made against the victim, District Attorney, and jurors made Ferreira’s concerns all too valid.\(^{40}\)

Thousands of Portuguese-American men, women, and children peacefully gathered in solidarity and protest just over one year following the infamous gang rape. Under the leadership of PAU and the CFJ, approximately 8,000 demonstrators participated in a silent candlelight vigil on the evening of March 22, processing through the streets of New Bedford. Their primary message was clearly conveyed by the pins on their chests that read: “Justice Crucified.” Significantly, those interviewed at the evening procession did not argue that the convicted were innocent of wrongdoing at Big Dan’s. They did assert, however, that the men did not receive a fair trial free of bias and that the victim should share in the responsibility for the gang rape. They were “too
hard,” complained marcher Frank Garcia of the first verdicts. Added Delores Medeiros concerning the victim, “She should be punished just as much as they are.” Others angrily decried the scapegoating of their ethnic group for the crime. Speaking from the steps of City Hall, PAU leader Lucia Maiato reiterated a familiar sentiment among the Portuguese-American community prior to and during the court proceedings: “We have the highest respect for our system of justice. But . . . honorable juries have been wrong in the past.”

An estimated crowd of 10,000 people paraded through downtown Fall River the following day with similar, yet more heightened, emotions. Marching with them were the two acquitted Medeiros men. CFJ and PAU leaders, as well as Raymond Castro, publisher of O Jornal and president of the PADL, heralded the march as a sign of unity, peace, and dignity within the Portuguese-American community as well as a protest against exaggerated news coverage, biased verdicts, and longstanding discrimination against Portuguese-Americans in the area. Organizers also expressed their desire for healing and their hope that Judge Young would be lenient in his sentencing. As local and national media covered the procession, many demonstrators waved Portuguese flags and carried homemade signs, some of which read: “Too Much Publicity Hurts Our Community,” “Be Proud to Be Portuguese,” “We Oppose Rape. We Also Oppose Convicting Men Because of Their National Origin,” “Railroading Portuguese Men Won’t Fight Rape,” “Was She Willing?” “We Are Here for Justice,” and “Overturn the Verdict.” Ferreira, who initially expressed wariness over the demonstrations, described the New Bedford gathering as “great.”

Despite the massive expression of solidarity during the New Bedford and Fall River marches, media interviews revealed that not all within the Portuguese-American community were unified. Indeed, significant divisions arose over the results of the trials. Some Portuguese-Americans either supported the guilty verdicts or at least felt that the convicted had committed some sort of wrongdoing at the tavern on the night in question. One woman who attended the court proceedings told the press that “justice was done.” Furthermore, she professed, “I’m a Portuguese-American myself, but . . . you have to abide by the rules” of the United States. Others divulged their suspicions that the convicted were responsible for misconduct and deserved punishment, but considered the charges too harsh. “I think they were guilty of a lot of things,” Maria Campos told the Boston Globe, “but not aggravated rape.”

Simultaneously, local Portuguese-American leaders were at odds not only in their opinions about the verdicts and the marches, but also in how they characterized the guilty men. For instance, the Fall River Herald News
reported that Raymond Castro “said the Portuguese community is not as doubtful of the guilty finding” as it was troubled by the charges. In other words, the men likely committed misconduct but should not have been tried for the severe crime of aggravated rape. Manuel Ferreira was bolder when he dismissed the notion that the Portuguese-American community demonstrated for the convicted. “It is really incorrect to say that we marched in support of four rapists,” he told the Providence Journal. To the Standard-Times he maintained, “The feeling of the people” is that the men “should be found guilty, but of a lesser charge.”

While Ferreira’s language indicated his view that the convicted were in fact culpable of rape and that the demonstrations did not back them, leaders of PAU and the CFJ disagreed. Lucia Maiato of PAU alleged that jurors “rush[ed] to judgment,” and Alda Melo said they “were wrong in convicting” the men. Melo did reiterate the CFJ’s opposition to rape; yet, unlike Ferreira, she never referred to the convicted as rapists, but portrayed them as victims. She claimed that the New Bedford and Fall River gatherings occurred, in part, to support the men. Indeed, the CFJ organized an appeal fund and began a petition drive intended to pressure Judge Young to be lenient in his sentencing. In stark contrast, Mabel Pina, wife of the case’s lead prosecutor, Portuguese-American Ronald Pina, charged demonstrators with “cheering the convicted.” Marchers had even been duped and used as pawns by CFJ leaders and the media, she told area newspapers. Unmistakably, fractures within the Portuguese-American community were visible for all to see.

At the same time, a segment of New Bedford’s religious leadership eventually surfaced to comment publicly in the wake of the trials. Remarks to the Standard-Times on March 22 reverberated the wariness existent within the Portuguese-American community. Meeting as part of the Inter-Church Council of Greater New Bedford, Reverend Roger Fritts of First Unitarian Church, Rabbi Bernard Glassman of Tifereth Israel Synagogue, Reverend Lawrence van Heerden, and Reverend Mark Bergeron denounced
the “growing swell of bigotry surrounding the case.” More specifically, Glassman stressed the “dangers of stereotyping an entire group” because of the actions of only a few, and Fritts offered encouragement, declaring, “We wish today to stand in support of Portuguese-Americans in our community.” They also appealed for “calm and reason.”

A New Bedford priest present at the Fall River demonstration was more pointed with his remarks. According to the Boston Globe, the unnamed priest asserted, “The girl is to blame. She led them into sin.” This voice may have belonged to Father Edward Halloran, who was reported as being the “Irish priest” who led marchers in prayer. (He was the same priest who had helped raise bail money for the accused the previous summer and attached his name to the CFJ petition in February.) In a letter published by O Jornal on May 8, Father Halloran cited “drunkenness” as the “one, single, overriding” factor on the night of the rape. There was, he claimed, “heavy boozing, particularly on the woman’s part.” Hence, both the men and the female victim shared in responsibility for what he described as an “isolated, abnormal incident.” Expressing affinity with the “Portuguese people” and New Bedford’s and Fall River’s demonstrators, Father Halloran proclaimed that the convictions and “harsh” sentences “must be overturned.” The letter, in fact, had also been submitted to the Standard-Times the previous month but was “never published,” according to O Jornal. The paper’s general manager, Kathleen Castro, accused the Standard-Times of giving Father Halloran the “run-around.”

It became obvious that gendered expectations for personal behavior existed within the Portuguese-American community. Press interviews betrayed this fact when a number of Portuguese-American women verbally pounced on the victim after the trials ended. They faulted the victim for violating what they perceived as a woman’s role in Portuguese-American culture; several actually placed responsibility on the victim for what had occurred. Alda Machado, a Fall River marcher, argued that the convicted “did nothing” to the victim; “Her rights are to be home with her two kids and be a good mother.” Nellie Vivieros agreed, “If she had been home with her children this would not have happened.” Demonstrator Virginia Faria quipped, “I am Portuguese and proud of it. I’m also a woman, but you don’t see me getting raped. . . . If you walk around naked, men are just going to go for you.” Anna Medeiros, too, was unequivocal as well as callous towards the victim: “I think she got what she deserved.” Such statements made by local Portuguese-American women are telling; the victim was one of their own in terms of sex and ethnicity. Regardless, their concerns about ethnic prejudice and the preservation of gender roles led some to downplay the reality that the woman was a victim of
sexual violence. In fact, the victim was metaphorically exiled from her ethnic
group. Declared marcher Mary Jo Cardoza, “we are not here for her. We are
here for the Portuguese.”

The deafening silence emanating from leaders of the Portuguese
community towards such treatment of the victim is also striking. Signs such
as “Was She Willing?” and the gatherings themselves were not subsequently
decried by community leaders beyond the comments of Mabel Pina. An
inspection of letters to the editor and of the interviews conducted by multiple
English-language newspapers which covered the demonstrations and the
days immediately following reveals that neither local clergy nor organizers of
Portuguese-American groups publicly admonished marchers for suggesting
that the rape victim was at fault for the violent assault she endured. Incredibly,
they did not even publicly reprimand the sentiment that the victim deserved
to be gang-raped. While these leaders and clergy apparently defaulted in
their ethical and moral duties, others, including many who identified as
Portuguese-American, flooded area newspapers with letters from as far
away as Arizona, Hawaii, and Canada, questioning the marches, those who
blamed the victim, and those who appeared to defend rapists.

SUMMATION

“We were the scapegoats of society,” reflected Maria Tomasia in a
2009 interview with New Bedford’s South Coast Today. Tomasia, the wife
of CFJ co-founder John Tomasia, told the paper that she still had “vivid”
recollections of the “hateful and hurtful remarks” people directed at the
local Portuguese-American community during the ordeal of the Big Dan’s
case. Neither she nor her husband were reported as having expressed second
thoughts about the CFJ’s advocacy for the defendants in 1983 and 1984.
Within that period, members of the general public used radio airwaves
and newspapers to condemn the entire community for the reprehensible
actions of several individuals. English-language press outlets such as the
New Bedford Standard-Times, Providence Journal, Boston Globe, and New
York Times routinely cast the Portuguese-American community as “other”
from the area’s larger population. The news media also sensationalized their
coverage of an already shocking crime and continued to print erroneous
and exaggerated information concerning the night in question after certain
realities had been fleshed out.

Examining how the local Portuguese-American community responded to
these developments, and to the rape itself, reveals much. Over the course of
the case, divisions surfaced within a community that had long endured anti-
immigrant prejudice and class discrimination. Local Portuguese-American individuals, media, and organizations became increasingly active and vocal against what they perceived as the targeting of their ethnic group by the larger forces of xenophobia and prejudice fostered by the non-Portuguese media. At the same time, however, the Portuguese-American press in New Bedford and Fall River initially ostracized the suspects and later engaged in slanted reporting of its own during the trial.

Ordinary Portuguese-American individuals wavered on who within their ethnic group they blamed. Initially, community members targeted the Portuguese-American immigrant suspects. However, as the case wore on, some came to condemn the Portuguese-American victim and joined local Portuguese-American organizations to advocate on behalf of the suspects, and later, convicted rapists.

It is important to remember that community members were not reacting simply against the media’s attention on them; in fact, people questioned why their positive contributions to the region did not receive the same amount of exposure as the crime. In other words, the Portuguese-American community welcomed good publicity. What some were actually upset about, in the words of letter-writer Carlos Tome, was the “airing” of Portuguese-Americans’ “dirty laundry.”

Meanwhile, area religious leaders seldom took a public stance on the case. When clergy did participate in journalists’ interviews, it was usually to defend the larger Portuguese-American community against bigotry or negative publicity. And while some clergy openly petitioned in favor of fair trials for the accused Portuguese-American men, not one publicly advocated specifically on behalf of the Portuguese-American victim. Instead, a local chaplain dared to suggest that the victim take partial responsibility for the “alleged” violent crime she suffered. Tragically, a desire to promote harmony and quell ethnically-based discrimination in the face of outsiders’ scrutiny won out over acknowledging, let alone respecting, the rape victim’s acute suffering and courage.

“The story of Big Dan’s…is a story without heroes,” Assistant Bristol County District Attorney Raymond Veary told jurors in his opening trial remarks. Clearly, the case reflected a mixture of brazen violence, cowardice, profound tragedy, ethnic and anti-immigrant prejudice, tabloid journalism, hypocrisy, and much more. Based on an evaluation of the attitudes and actions of the Portuguese-American community, however, many visualized themselves as heroes for truth and justice.
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